MODERN CONVENT SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOME WORK (2019-20)
CLASS-IV
English
 Do 10 pages handwriting.
 Read newspaper daily, pick out and write common , proper noun and collective noun (10 each)
 Make a magazine, choose an interesting name for your magazine, make a colourful cover page. Add
following topics in your magazine
1. An interview of an important person.
2. Description of any Historical place.
3. Effect of internet in our daily life.
4. Posters on “Save Earth Save Life”.
5. Any puzzle or crossword (Grammar Topic).
6. Write any four election related Current Affairs .
 Do all work in a thin notebook.
Periodic Test 1 : 08.07.2019
Syllabus Ch-1 and2 (Literature Reader)
• Grammar: Nouns (Common /Proper) Gender, Number, Collective Nouns, Paragraph Writing Unseen
Passage.

Maths
1. Revise Ch-2,3,4
2. Write age of any10 family members in Roman Numerals using match sticks / tooth picks.
(On A-4 size sheet)
3. Learn tables 2 to 12.
4. Do 10 sums each of Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division in Maths Practice notebook.
Periodic Test 1
(22.07.2019)
Syllabus – Ch-2,3,4

Science
1 Revise all the work done in the class.
2 Make one finger puppet using the face of an animal according to Roll no. as given below and paste it on a A-4
size sheet and write a few lines on its habitat and eating habits
R.No:1 to 12----- Herbivores
13 to 24---- Carnivores
25 to 36---- Omnivores
37 onwards Scavenger
3 Leaves are of different shapes and sizes. Collect fallen leaves of five plants. Keep them between folds of
newspaper for 2-3 days. Stick leaves on A-4 size sheet and write the name of each plant below each leaf.
Periodic test 1 (29.07.19)
Syllabus Ch- 1,3

Social Science
1 Mark all the 29 states of India along with their capitals on an A-3 size Political map of India.
2 Your friend is visiting you from abroad. Imagine that you live in any one of the states given below
(A) Rajasthan
(B) Andhra Pradesh (c) Tamil Nadu
(D) Maharashtra
Answer the following question on A-4 size sheet
1 Which place of interest / monument would you like to show him/her?

2 Which popular dance form or music concert would you like to take him or her?
3 What kind of food that is unique to the state would you like him/her to taste.
4 Revise all the work done in the class.
Periodic Test 05.08.2019,
Syllabus chapter-1& 2
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SAMPLE PAPER
MODERN CONVENT SCHOOL
SECTOR - 4 , DWARKA
PERIODIC TEST –I
CLASS –IV
SUBJECT-SCIENCE

MAX.MARKS-30
OBJECTIVE (10 MARKS)

Q1.Fill in the blanks :1.The exchange of gases takes place through___________.
2. Photosynthesis cannot take place in the _________of sunlight.
3.___________are called the kitchen of the plant.
Q2. Complete the flowchart :Vertebrates

(1*3=3)

(1/2*4=2)

Mammal

Birds
BIRDSB

Snake

Frog

Q3. Complete the series :1.Cow : Vertebrate : : snail : __________
2.Bear : _________ : : tiger : carnivore
Q4. Identify these and answer in one word or one sentence :1.The extra food stored by the plants .
2.They have hollow bones that help them to fly .
3.Penguins use this part of their body to swim.
SUBJECTIVE (20 MARKS)
Q1.Differentiate between :a)Amphibian and Reptiles
b)Scavengers and Parasites
Q2. Define:1.Cold blooded animals
2.Stomata
Q3.Give reasons ,why ?
1.Green plants can make their food themselves .
2.Shark is a fish not a mammal.
Q4.Answer the following questions in detail :1.What is food chain ?Give one example also .
2. How do mammals breathe? Explain it .
3.What is photosynthesis ?
4. Write the functions of roots.(Two)

(1/2*4=2)

(1*3=3)

(2*2=4)

(1*2=2)

(1*2=2)

(1.5*4=6)

Q5.Draw the well labeled diagram of:1. A leaf

(3)

Q6.How do plants use their food ?Explain it.

(3)

